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If you're not interested in a software program that will catapult your business to the front of the pack, then

you're on the wrong page. Why on earth has no-one thought of this before........... Dear Success-seeker,

Competing against similar companies in such tight niches is hard work. But.. If you want to have the best

reputation, the most efficient staff, the most customers, the greatest number of sales? Then you're on the

right page. Think back for a minute....to when you were a child and your mother or father would read you
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a bedtime story. You could almost see how red Little Red Riding Hood's hood actually was! And

yes?what sharp teeth that wolf did have! And you'd never forget that story. Or any of the others that were

read to you as a child. Why? Those stories stuck in your head. They were bright, alive, vivid, full of colour.

What was so special about those stories? Well, nothing was particularly special about the stories. But the

fact they were READ to you made all the difference. {Your Testimonial Here} Being business minded and

in tune with how to make progress, you know that there are two things you need: To be at the forefront of

new technology and the latest software To increase productivity and sales The problem here is how to

achieve these two things. And that is what will make or break a business. What you have come across on

this page right here is the answer to this problem! Think about the last time you had to learn something

from a book. Didn't the sight of endless large blocks of text make you groan inwardly? God, I have to read

all that? It might be the most interesting subject in the world. But the truth is, masses of text are a real

effort to sit down and read. Remember trying to pick a book to read in school? And you deliberately

picked the thinnest book you could find? It's exactly the same thing. But what does this mean for your

business? {Your Testimonial Here} One of the biggest problems in the world of business is trying to keep

your staff up to date with the latest skills and techniques. This is essential in moving your business

forward, as you know. This software will ensure that your staff easily pick up new skills almost instantly,

first time, every time! If you're an ebook or article seller, you know exactly how frustrating it is having

written great work only to have no sales. Spice up your work with this software and gain a better profit!

Keeping up to date with the latest news and trends is something every successful business does. Forget

reading endless articles! Use this software wherever and whenever you like to keep up to date, without

having to sift through the junk, even whilst doing other things! So what is this software then? The Text To

Speech Converter will turn any text into an audio file at the click of a button! The simple fact of the matter

is people WILL NOT READ IF THEY CAN LISTEN! Whatever the message is, listening to it instead of

having to read it will get it across much more successfully. Here's the proof! 'In 2005 alone 'podcasting'

experienced nearly fivefold in audiences tuning in. It is even projected to reach between 20 Million and 80

Million by 2010!' Don't you want to profit from that increase? You know yourself that picturing something

is much easier when you are listening to a description rather than reading it. Here are just a few things

you can do with this impressive program: Turn your ebooks, articles and reports into audio to listen to

yourself or sell to customers as an interesting and effective method of learning. Create audio teaching



packs from new course manuals for your staff, who will appreciate and benefit from the more efficient

method of developing new skills and techniques. Produce podcasts for the upcoming boom in iPod

technology before other companies in your niche with the built-in Podcast Creator! This will give you first

access to thousands of potential new customers! Use the software to issue reports and memos to staff,

new product descriptions to customers, provide professional updates for company meetings, and even

news or promotional information to post on your website or business blog! The beauty of this software's

products is its portability? information can be obtained wherever you are, whatever you're doing. It also

makes use of the most effective method of message delivery and teaching: listening. Beat your

competition! Be the leader of the pack! In business, time is money, so waste none in securing your order

for this essential tool. This product come with Master Resell Rights P.S. Remember to say " :P to those

who intend to take your profits away! P.P.S An additional perk of purchasing this software is the Master

Resell Rights that come with the package. Sell the program to others (different business niche of course!)

for even more profit! P.P.P.S Popularity of this program has exceeded even my initial estimates. There

are only a limited number of program packages left before we have to order more, which may take up to 2

months. Avoid disappointment and save valuable progression time by securing your Text To Speech

Converter software program now!
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